I. 詞彙測驗

1. John’s father plays an important ___ in his life.
   (A) field   (B) angle   (C) instrument   (D) role

2. If you cannot be ___ for a meeting, you need to call ahead and let your boss know that you will be late.
   (A) postpone   (B) punctual   (C) panic   (D) previous

3. What is the ___ time for my friend’s flight to New York? I really need to go to the airport and see her off.
   (A) arrive   (B) quarter   (C) leave   (D) departure

4. Because of the public ___, it is very convenient for people to travel around big cities.
   (A) transportation   (B) domain   (C) influence   (D) delivery

5. The little boy wants to become a president when he grows up. He is very ___.
   (A) cautious   (B) precious   (C) ambitious   (D) awkward

6. If there is a job opening for a teaching position at the school, they will inform me right away so I can ___ for it.
   (A) represent   (B) apply   (C) sacrifice   (D) analyze

7. The classical music that the pianist is playing right now was ___ by Beethoven.
   (A) composed   (B) confronted   (C) embedded   (D) transformed

8. The professor gave a ___ on investment to an eager audience of students.
   (A) media   (B) leisure   (C) recycle   (D) lecture

9. The fortune teller claimed that he could precisely ___ my future.
   (A) rank   (B) predict   (C) refer   (D) produce

10. The doctor told his ___ to take the medicine on time.
    (A) criminal   (B) customer   (C) patient   (D) empress

11. The man ___ to pay for the penalty because he didn’t think it’s his fault.
    (A) reduced   (B) replied   (C) related   (D) refused

12. I think I am lost. I need to ask someone for ___.
    (A) pedestrian   (B) supporter   (C) way   (D) direction
13. The ___ of an answering machine is to help record callers’ messages.
   (A) function  (B) require  (C) manner  (D) limit

14. I just ___ that I have left all my money home. Is it okay if I pay you back tomorrow?
   (A) figured  (B) realized  (C) selected  (D) featured

15. My teacher is impressed that my English has made great ___ in pronunciation.
   (A) subject  (B) talent  (C) progress  (D) speed

II. 綜合測驗

16. Do you know the girl ___ is taking pictures of the flowers? She looks familiar.
   (A) when  (B) who  (C) how  (D) what

17. What you have done to me ___ me of my mother. I am truly touched.
   (A) to remind  (B) reminds  (C) remind  (D) reminding

18. You have to turn in your assignment today, ___?
   (A) do you  (B) have you  (C) don’t you  (D) haven’t you

19. The girl dressed up ___ a princess to the costume party.
   (A) in  (B) such as  (C) for  (D) as

20. Audrey is interested in music. She would like ___ a musician someday.
   (A) be  (B) as  (C) being  (D) to be

21. I am not sure ___ the manager will be here today or not.
   (A) where  (B) what  (C) that  (D) whether

22. John’s grandmother ___ for more than 10 years, but he still misses her a lot.
   (A) died  (B) was dead  (C) dead  (D) has been dead

23. As soon as the package ___ here tomorrow, you will be the first to know.
   (A) will arrive  (B) arrives  (C) arrive  (D) won’t arrive

24. I was reading a newspaper when the bus ___ by. That was why I missed it.
   (A) passed  (B) passing  (C) pass  (D) passes

25. ___ the dog that is running around yours? You’d better keep it close or it may be stolen.
   (A) Does  (B) Can  (C) Is  (D) Has

26. Ashley has ___ her new pad for the whole week. We cannot stand her any more.
   (A) showed off  (B) given up  (C) handed in  (D) taken part in

27. My nephew is ___ taller now. The pants I bought him last year were already too short for him.
   (A) than  (B) so  (C) any  (D) much

28. Every student at this school should ___ equally. No one deserves more than the others.
   (A) treat  (B) treats  (C) be treating  (D) be treated

29. The ___ movie ___ all of us. Almost everyone fell asleep while watching it.
   (A) boring; bored  (B) bores; boring  (C) bored; boring  (D) boring; bores

30. I really like this laptop computer you are selling, ___ the truth is I cannot afford it.
   (A) since  (B) because  (C) but  (D) until
Most people would be thrilled if they set the world records. For a man __(31)__ Ashrita Furman, __(32)__ world records has become a hobby. He has set more than 300 Guinness records since 1979. Some of them __(33)__ by others, but he still currently holds 131 Guinness records. He has set records on all seven continents and in more than 30 different countries. __(34)__ Ashrita Furman is now 58, he is still busy breaking records. People will just wait and see what more surprises __(35)__.

31. (A) named  (B) who names  (C) whose named  (D) is name
32. (A) to sets  (B) set  (C) setting  (D) to be set
33. (A) have broken  (B) breaking  (C) has broken  (D) has been broken
34. (A) But  (B) If  (C) Although  (D) Since
35. (A) he will bring us  (B) he brought us  (C) will he bring us  (D) bringing us

In the past, people usually washed their clothes __(36)__ their bare hands. In cold winter times, it got tougher because their hands might get hurt. A lot of people have tried hard to think of alternative ways __(37)__ their clothes without using hands. The __(38)__ washing machine was invented in 1797. In 1858, Hamilton Smith, an American man, created the first washing machine, but people still had to use their hands. In 1874, William Blackstone made a washing machine __(39)__ his wife. It was the first washing machine to be used at home. The first electric washing machine was not invented until 1908 by Alva J. Fisher. __(40)__ his successful invention, washing machines have become widely used everywhere around the world.

36. (A) in  (B) by  (C) through  (D) of
37. (A) help to wash  (B) helping to wash  (C) to help wash  (D) helping washing
38. (A) earlier than  (B) more early  (C) earliest  (D) most earlier
39. (A) to  (B) for  (C) by  (D) as
40. (A) Thanks to      (B) Because    (C) In spite of     (D) then

IV. 閱讀測驗
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Spooky Nights
When the creatures come out at night,
who will hear your screams?
Starring Robert Patterson and Judy Hathaway,
and directed by Peter Nation.
Tickets can be purchased at the box office, online at www.funtowtach.com,
or over the phone at (406) 354-2387.

No one under 18 will be admitted to the show!

41. What type of movie do you think is being advertised?
(A) romance  (B) comedy  
(C) science fiction  (D) horror

42. What did Peter Nation do for the movie?
(A) He told people what to do in it.   (B) He wrote comments for it. 
(C) He wrote the story of the movie. (D) He was the leading actor.

43. What is NOT the way that people purchase tickets for the movie?
(A) They can buy tickets on the website. 
(B) They can call the theater and buy tickets. 
(C) They can send emails to get them. 
(D) They can go to the box office of the theater to buy them.

44. Which of the following is true based on the reading?
(A) Proust got a lot of pressure from writing his later life. 
(B) Proust became famous because of his book À la recherche du temps perdu. 
(C) Proust started writing À la recherche du temps perdu when he was fifteen. 
(D) Proust often wrote about how people get stronger in hard times.

45. What is another word for wealthy?
(A) sick  (B) serious  (C) generous  (D) rich
46. Why are the wealthy people sad in Proust’s book?
   (A) They tried to forget their past.
   (B) They were powerful enough to have their stories written.
   (C) They were sick and stayed in bed most of the time.
   (D) They tried to get what they did not have.

47. What does **In contrast to** mean?
   (A) ahead of  (B) worse than  (C) because of  (D) different from
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Hearing-impaired people cannot hear sounds well. How do they “hear” words then? Many hearing-impaired people use sign languages. They talk with their hands. There are two kinds of hand signs in English. Some hand signs are for the whole words. For example, there is one hand sign for the word *love*. There are hand signs for different actions and things, too. The second kind of hand sign is fingerprinting. In fingerprinting, there is a sign for every letter in the alphabet. For example, to fingerprints the word *love*, a person makes four different signs. It is a lot slower to fingerprints, but it is useful for signing names and technical terminology. People can use both kinds of hand signs together.

48. How do hearing-impaired people communicate?
   (A) They make sounds by shouting or yelling.
   (B) They can communicate with people verbally without any miscommunication.
   (C) They use their fingers to write down the things in their minds.
   (D) They use their hands to express themselves.

49. Which of the following words should a hearing-impaired person fingerprint?
   (A) electricity  (B) love  (C) turn   (D) bread

50. What can hearing-impaired people do if they want to express the word *drink*?
   (A) They can fingerprints and make six different signs
   (B) They can use one hand sign.
   (C) They can sign up for learning a new language.
   (D) They can ask people they know to translate for them.